
Coach Approach 
for Leadership
Development

PowerED™ delivers purpose-driven learning to elevate people 
and enhance results. We provide immediate online professional 
development for individuals and organizations. In demand.  
On demand.

Amplify your leadership abilities with Coach Approach for Leadership 
Development. Deploy the best coaching practices to help you strengthen 
your employee relationships, support growth, and increase engagement 
with your team.

Learn how to delegate, coach, and develop employees; apply 
contemporary leadership strategies; manage team responsibilities, 
expectations, and performance; and, utilize practical communication tools 
to empower your team. You will increase motivation, commitment, and 
collaboration to drive action and improve organizational culture.  

Highlights of the Course:

• Engaging videos featuring industry leaders demonstrating the
Coach Approach in their daily leadership practice

• Includes a workbook so you can reflect and practice key concepts
immediately

• Take advantage of practical scenarios and relatable examples to
apply directly to your own leadership journey

• Through an engaging Artificial Intelligence (AI) simulation, you
will practice the skill of coaching in different situations and
receive immediate feedback.

The PowerED™ Advantage

You’ll explore the most recent and 
effective coaching tools through an 
enriched, interactive, and  online 
experience. Develop your leadership 
abilities to directly influence and 
strengthen your communication skills, 
and build stronger individual 
relationships with your team 
members.

This four module micro-course will 
explore the meaning of coaching and 
how it fits within your leadership 
toolbox. Inspiring leaders have many 
practiced tools and approaches in 
their toolkit. While the   Coach 
Approach may sound simple, most 
leaders struggle to really listen to their 
team members, to ask good questions, 
to be empathetic, and perhaps the 
most difficult … to resist the urge to 
just solve the problem themselves!

Get PowerED™. Get Learning. 

PowerED.ca
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Coach Approach for   Leadership Development

Program Overview
This course has been developed for a 
wide range of professionals interested 
in developing the coaching skills 
necessary to take their leadership to 
the next level. 

COURSE LENGTH 
2 weeks

EFFORT
8-12 hours per week

DELIVERY
Online

INSTRUCTION
Self-paced

COST
$720

This course brings together the best coaching practices to help you strengthen your employee 
relationships, generate empowerment, and increase engagement with your team. 

The meaning and practice of “coaching” in the workplace is becoming better known; however, its 
definition is still not universal. This course will take you on a journey to provide you with relevant 
considerations, applications, and even provide you with a toolkit to help you put into practice the Coach 
Approach. It is not about showing you “the right way,” but is instead about supporting you in your own 
leadership journey to help others reach their highest potential.  

Claim your digital badge
Upon completion of Coach Approach for Leadership Development, a 
digital badge is awarded. Share your badge and newly acquired 
skills with your network.

By completing both Coach Approach and the Leader Development 
Program or the Essential Skills for Leaders Certificate y, you'll earn a 
master badge in Leadership and Coaching.

Most people do not listen with 
the intent to understand; they 
listen with the intent  
to reply.”

- Stephen R. Covey
 PowerED.ca
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